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)'" ,!If~·· might nmkc II ''ciCitJJt·r" IIICii:.IIICIIiCIII, il is IIUI IICI.'CS~ 
~~ 1s:uy given the widlh of the ar:msiaion, and it might mask .the 

very bcltavinr the stud.:nts me being askl·d to oh~iCIVC. 

u. Suggested samples 

The device WilS consllu~.:\cd \o usc ;.unorphous Fc-Ni
P-8 alloy samples wi\h an 80% metal to 20% metalloid 
composilion ratio in 1hc form of thin ribbons produced by 
rapid quenching from the melt. These materials have easily 
accessible Curie tcmpcmturcs (ranging from about -50 to 
300 oc, depending upon composition). They also have acces
sible melting points and can be produced in the laboratory or 
purchased inexpensively from commercial sources. They 
have the added advanlaJ:e of being somewhat novel sub
stances. 

E. 0.-lglnnl usage 

This instrument was used origirmlly 10 umk~ precise mea
surements of Curie temperatures for the purpose of discern· 
ing small changes in Curie tcmpt:raturc induced by particle 
bnmbardmcnts or thcrm<ll itnncaling of thin ribhons of arnorM 
phous metallic alloys. 10•11 Some had Tc values below room 
tcmperalure, a11d some above. 111e precision obtainable with 
the instrument (tenths of a Celsius degree) and the reproduc
ibility of the measuremems (typically under I oc unless heat
ing during measurement provided futther annealing of the 
substance) were. crucial for identifying changes of a few Cel
sius degrees in transition t~!mperature. 

III. CONCLUSION 

A device has been described that· is capable of making 
precise measurements of tl1c Curie temperatures of ferromagM 

netic lllittl\lials, which nut he u~.cd leu dcmun~lwliun put 
poses, or as an undergntduute laboratory experiment, such as 
determining the cffccl thnt thcrm:tl annealing has upon· the 
Curie puint ami lite fcn,,magl1ctit:~tu~par;,mlilgnctic lr••nsition 
width. It requires a v<tcuurn pump, a lock-in amplifier, a 
snmll Dewar uf li1111id ni11111~cn, il strip-dmrt u·cordcr, ami 

-miscellaneous small items typically found in any undcr
gmduatc physics department. 

The thermometric technique described herein may also be 
adapted to measure o\hcr tmnshion lempemlures, S\'Ch as the 
critical temperature for superconducting materials. 
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On the optical-mechanical analogy in general relativity 
l<amal K. Nandi and Anwarul lslam•l 
Depm·w~rmt of Mmht.•matics, Ullit-'etlity of Nonlr Bengal, Darjeelitlg {IV.IJ.)-734 4JO, lmiJu. 

(Received 31 M••rch 1994; acccptcrl 14 July 1994) 

We demons\mte that the Evans-Rosenquis\ formulation of the optical-mechanical analogy, so 
successful in the application to classical problems, also describes the motion of massless particles 
in the SchwarZ5<·hild field of general relativity. It is possible to obtain the well-known equations for 
light orbit and radar echo deJay which account·for two exclusive tests of Einstein's Held equations. 
Some remarks including suggestions for future work are also added. © 1995 American Associatio11 
of Physics Teachers. · 

I. lNTRODUCflON 

ll1c historical optic:al--mcchanical uualogy1·2 has recently 
been cast huo a f:nnili:n form by Ev:ms and Hoscnquist.3•5 

This new formulation, basctl on Fermat's principle, provides 
an interesting approach that (:an be profitably utilized in the 
solution of many classical problems. 'l11e uppro;1ch works 
either way: The wcll~known idea~ and tcchniqul!s of d;~ssical 
mechanics can be su..:-.:cssfully <tpplicd t1> the pmhkm of 

251 Am. J. l'hy!>. 6.1 (3), March 1-.1!.15 

classical optics and vice versa. Such success naturally 
prompts furahcr inquiry as to whether the applicability of the 
optical-mechanicnl analogy, could be extCnded even beyond 
1hc cl;tssical regimes. Mere specific<~lly, a curious student 
might ask: Can the Evans-Roscnquist (ER) formula\ion be 
used to describe the phcnomen;1 of light propagation and 
massive particle motion in gencml relativity (GR)? In order 
to decide this qul!stion, let us note that it addresses two· dis
tinct .\IT\!"~ .vf. it'Hl!l!g-;~~jyr.J; .Q•.Jc;. ~1:_1~ .!CJ. H~~.l.~:qtl,li_r~t; .. if. tiJc 
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11 F=ma" optics of Elt docs at all describe light propat~atiun 
1 in the GR scenario. If it docs, then the first hurdle is· over· 

come and the question of applying the optical analogy to 
massive particle motion becomes meaningful. To what extent · 
that analogy would describe phmetary motion in OR is. a 
maHer of separate investigation. 

In this paper, we shall examine only the lirst part of the 
question that relates to the motion of massless particles in 
GR. We choose Schw:uzschild field of gravity primarily be· 
cause of its experimental importance. Besides, on many oc
casions, it is used as an ideal example for illustrating funda· 
mental notions of GR. 

The exterior Schwarzschild metric, which is a solution of 
• Einstein's GR field equations, hns been astoundingly suc

cessful in llescribiug Viuiuus gravit•atiomal phcnomcnu. Fa
mous experimental te:ils of GR include the bending of light 
rays, perihelion advance of a planet, radar echo delay, and 
gravitational redshift in the environment of the Schwarzs· 
child gravity field generated by a static, spherically symmet· 
ric material source like the sun.6 

In the present appro:~ch, the only ingredient of GR to be 
used is the isotropic form of the metric relevant to the gravity 
field (here the Schwarzschild field). No sophisticated math· 
cmalics involving four vectors, tensors, Christoffel symbols, 
or geodesic equations will be necessary. In addition to being 
simpler and hence un<h:rslandable to a wi1fc range of readers, 
the ensufng expositi<tn off.,rs a different window thro~gh 
which the GR events can be visualized. From the instruc· 
tiona! point of view, it is always useful to look at familiar 
things from as many different perspectives as possible. . 

II would be worlhwhile to display the rclevanl formulas of 
the optical-mechanical analogy that we are going to use in 
our paper. This is done in Sec. 11. Thereafter, as a necessary 
step, the Schwarzsohihl gravity field is portrayed as a refrac· 
live optical medium in Sec. Ill. GR equations for the light 
orbit and the radar echo delay in Schwarzschild gravity are 
derived in Sees. IV and V, respectively. Finally, some rei· 
evant remarks including a few suggestions for future work 
are made in Sec. VI. 

II. OPTICAL-MECIIANICALANALOGY 

We need n91 go into the detailed formulation of the 
"F=ma" optiCs of Elt luSiead, fa~ our present ~urpose, we 
reproduce only a table which is self-explanatory 

Quantity Mechanics Optics 

Position 1'(1) r·(a) 
11Time" 

" 
''Velocity" dr dr 

·- .-,s r ······ ·~ r' 
dt cb1 

.. Potential energy'' U(r) ·-nl(r)/2 
"Mass" Ill I 

"Kinetic energy" Ill I ' T~·-lif 2lr'l· 2 
11Total energy" Ill ~ lr'l2- "l ziW+u 2 2 

''Equation () o[ motion" m i' '" - grad U •·" =grad 2 

As can be seen. lire role of time r is played by the ER 
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stepping l"rrameter " having the dimension of length so' that 
r' is not n vclocily. It is a dimensionless quantity. The tran
sition between I and u can be accomplished by using the 
relation 

Co 
da=-:,; dr, 

II 
(I) 

where 11 denotes the refractive index of the optical medium, 
c0 denotes the vacuum speed of light. Evans' has shown that 
the stepping parameter can be physically interpreted as "op· 
tical action." Jus\ as a mechanical particle progresses in lime 
along its trajectory, light progresses in optical action along its 
ray. 

The identificntton 

11 2 

U(r)=--· 
2 

(2) 

giving the "polenlial'' U essentially bestows a mechanical 
character to photon motions; the only restriction being that 
the motion corresponds to mechanics at 11 Zero total energy." 
We can also imagine the possibility that, at least in the clas· 
sica! regime, optical and mechanical motions may take place 
under the same form of "force" /force Jaw. An excellent ex
ample is probably the Luneburf Lens in optics and the har
monic oscillator in mechanics. In order to use the ER for· 
mulation in the G R regime, it would be necessary to 
associate a single scalar {unction, lhe optical refractive index 
11, with the gravity lield under consideration. The "force" on 
massless particles moving in that gravity field can then be 
explicitly oblained7 via the ER expression grad( -n 2/2). 

From now on, we shall use primes (') only to designate a 
radial coordinate (r') and not differentiation with respect to 
the stepping parameter a. All the differentiations will be dis· 
played in full. 

111. GRAVITY FIELD AS A REFRACI'IVE MEDIUM 

One might wonder what relationship could there possibly 
be between two entities apparently as diverse as a gravity 
fi,eld and a refractive optical medium? But, indeed, there is 
one! It was guessed by Einstein and Eddington,8 formally 
developed by Plcbanski and others9 and utilized in the inves· 
ligation of specific problems by many physicists .. ·10 We shall 
only quote 1he results in a form that is easily intelligible. 
Plebanski9 has shown that, in a curved spacetime with a met· 
ric tensor g •P., Maxwell's electromagnetic equations can be 
rewrillen as 1f I hey were valid in a fiat space-time in which 
there is an optical medium with a constitutive equation. 
More specifically, with regard to light propagation, the graY· 
ity field behaves as a refractive optical medium. For ex· 
ample, the gravitational field exterior to a static, spherically 
symmetric mass M is equivalent to an isotropic, nonhomo
geneous opticulmcdium with a refractive index 11 given hy 10 

11 2 (1·)~( H· ;:)"( 1- ;:r'. m~GM/c~, (3) 

where, as usual, G is the gravitational constant, r is tlie Eu· 
clidc:m radial coordinate. 

Advanced students who are likely to have a fair' grasp on 
the two field theories, Einstein's and Maxwell's, along with 
the details of algebraic manipulations should have no difli· 
culty in pursuing the analysis of Plebanski and de Felice .. ·10 

However, there is a simpler alternative derivation of Eq. (3), 
given below, that demands only the knowledge of the form 
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A' the Schwarzschild exterior metric. One may also take Eq. 
) at its face value and proceed by treating this 11(r) as just 
given choice of the refractive index in the ER formulation. 

We shall essentially investigate the consequences of such il 

choice in the succeeding sections. 
Consider the exterior Schwarzschild metric in standard co

ordinates (r' ,O,<f',l) 

' 

ds2=(1-
2111 )c2 dt 2·-(l- 2111

)-l dr' 2-r' 2 
r' 0 r' 

X(d02+sin2 II tl'{> 2) 

=B(r')c~ rlt 2 -A(r')dr' 2-r' 2(t/02 +sin2 0 tlf/'2), 

(4) 

where r' >2m. Redefine the 
r' = rop- 1(r) =r( I+ (m/2r)) 2, so 
r'=u'- 1, then 

radial coordinate as 
that i! r=u- 1 and 

u' =u<fo(u), (5) 

( ) ··' IIIII ~ 

,P(u)= l+z- . (6) 

The metric (4) can then be rcwrillen in the so-called isotropic 
coordinates (r,O,f/',1) as 

ds 2 = n 2(r )c~ dt 2 
-- "'-· 

2(r J[ .Jr2 + r 2 "02 

+r2 sin2 0 d'P']=fi 2(r)c~ dt 2-rp- 2(r)ldrl 2, 

(7) 

where O(r) = (I + (m!lr))- 1 ( I - (m/2r) ). 
The above form of the metric has a con[ormally Euclidean 

spatial part. 11 Therefore, the isotropic coordinate speed of 
light c(r} at any arbitrary poim in the gravitational field, 
obtained by pulling ds 2=0, is 

c(r) =I ~;J = c0 ,P(r) fl (r). (8) 

Defining the refractive index as u(r)=c0/c(r}, we have 

( 
Ill )3( 111)-1 ll(r)=n-•q.-•= 1+- l--
2r 2r ' 

(9) 

which is precisely the sanu: as Eq. (3) above. It is easy to sec 
that 

(10) 

(II) 

and 

du' = </>(u )fl( u )du. (12) 

All the above relatiom;hips will be used throughout the 
paper. It should be mentioned that Sjodin12 has also derived 
the expressions for </>, fl and 11 by a di!fcrent method that is 
based on Rindler's operational definitions of length and time 
in a gravitational field. 

The refractive index 11(r} above corresponds to a radial 
urorce law" having a magnitude 
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IV. LIGJIT ORiliT EQUATION 

Within the ER framework, the optical analog o[ the me
chanical zero total energy or in short "zero total energy" (see 
the entry in lhc table in Sec. II) is given by 

~ i''ri' --'~=0 2 da . 2 · 
(13) 

We straightaway claim that this very C<JUalion is the GR light 
orbit equation in Schwarzschild gravity, provided n is given 
by Eq. (9). In order to see that, we proceed as follows. Since 
!here is spherical symmetry in the problem, we can, without 
loss of generality, fix a plane in which the orbiting has to 
take place. It is customary13 to choose 0= 7T/2. Writing out 
Eq. (13) in plane polar coordinates, we have 

( dr)' (d"')' - +r2 - ·-111(r)=U. 
da d11 

(14) 

Notice that Eq. (13) is the first integral of the "equation of 
motion" r"=11rad (n 2fl). Since 11 does nol depend on <f', the 
'P component of 1he equation of motion yields a conserved 
quantity called by ER the "angular momentum" II, given by 

d'P 
h=r2 da =constant. (15) 

Eliminating the slepping parameter a, and writing r = u- 1, 
we havC 

u'+(::r _11111-''=o. ( 16) 

Evans and Rosenquist have solved a number of problems in 
classical optics/mechanics using different choices for 11 (r). 
Below we shall discuss, in the context of GR, some aspects 
of the Eqs. (13)-(16): 

(i) As ER have already discussed, the optical quantity II is 
complelely different from the corresponding conserved me
chanical quantity h0=r2 df/'{dt which is proportional to the 
areal velocity. In the optical formalism, we have 
h=c0111 2r2 df/'idt so that 11 0xn- 2 and d'Pidtrxll-lr- 2• 

Hence, with our form for 11(r), Eq. (9), neither lhe areal 
velocity 110 nor the angular velocity df/'ldt remains constant. 
Of course, for the snme force law, the optical and mechanical 
zero energy orbits must have the same form, since a or 1 arc 
ultimately eliminated. We see that the GR light orbit equa
tion has the form of well-known classical optics equation, 14 

although this interesting fact is nol very widely noticed. The 
reason for lhis is !hat in most text books on OR, the light 
orbit equation is given in a <:ompletely different form. 

(ii) Let us obtain that familiar text book form. Using Eqs. 
(5), (II), and (12) in Eq. (lli), we get 

(
du''jl 

.p-2(1-2mu')" 1 ·'J-;p +u' 2.p- 2 -n 2/,- 2 =0. (17) 

Using Eq. (9) for 11, we find 

u' 2+( ~~)' -211Ht'
3 -/l- 2=0. (18) 

Differentiating with respect to op, we get 
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J2u' 
u'+ ~-3mll' 2 ::::::0, 

d<p 
(19) 

This is precisely 1he lighl orbil equalion in Schwarzschild 
gravity in sland:m.l coordinates. Thcrcfurc, one can say thai 
1he familiar Eq. ( 19) represents in disguise just lhe optical 
analog of the classical zero lolal energy mechanics. This con
clusion will find a furlhcr juslificalion in lhc dcvclopmenls of 
Sec. V. 

(iii) II would be of inlcrcsl lo sec bow lhc "angular mo· 
mentum , h is rcl:IIC&Ito the conserved GR 'lmmtilit:s E and 
L, associated with 1hc killing liclds rJ/iJI anc.l iJ/rJcp, respec
tively. This would also provide a relationship between lhc 
ER stepping p"r:unch!r u :mU the gcOtJesic aflim: par:nnctcrs 
used by relativisls. Integral ion of the GR null geodesiC cqua· 
lions gives 

idri' ' 2 ' dl = Cijll <f,·. 
til n' -=H, 
tip 

, , tltp q,-·r -=L, 
tip 

(20) 

where ds 2=A. tlp2, X. is a constant and pis a new geodesic 
affine parameter suc.:h th:u tls2=0~A.=O, dp2*0. fmminat
ing 1 from Eqs. (201, we !lei 

c-2£-'q,-•j~':.:l' -~~'=0. 
0 dp 

(21) 

If we now define 

dp=c;;'£-•q,·' ria (22) 

then Eq. (13) follows inunedialely from Eq. (21). We also 
lind !hal II =L/<·111:". from E<JS. (20) and (22), lhere also fol· 
lows lhe ER rcl:uion (I) connecting d1 and da. Funher, Eq. 
(22) implies 1ha1 tir 2"/\c1j'

2£-2.p-• t/11 1 , giving the con· 
neclion between u and the afliue paramelcr s. 

(iv) By integraling Eq. (19), nne oblains allallownble lighl 
orbils; 15 bound, unbound, or even the so-called boomerang 
orbils. 16 There haw been mnn)' nbscrvalions conlirming lhe 
Gil prediclions of the bending of light rays jus! gr•zing the 
sun, the amount being !l<p-4m!R0 , where R0 is the solar 
radius. Intcreslctl rc3dcrs may consul! any textbook on GR. 
We shall only make a relevant remark here. M0ller17 has 
shown that the bcntling of light mys is due panly to the 
geomclrical curvature of spnce and panly lo the varialion of 
light speed in a Newtonian polenlial. In fact, the ratio of the 
paris is 50:50. The Gil null lrajeclory equations can be inle· 
grated, once· assuming a Euclidean space with a variable 
lighl speed and again a r:urved space with a conslanl lighl 
speed; both conlribtuing just half lhe amount of the observed 
bending. In the present approach, on the other hand, we are 
describing light motion by means of a scalar funclion n(r). 
Thus with regard to 1hc lighl propagation, il looks as if spa· 
lial curvature and Newtonian potential lost their separate 
identities and mc1gcd inlo ;m equivalcnl refractive medium. 
There is, of course, no puint in asking which one has a physi
cal reality and which one has nol; alllhese are mathemalical 
constructs [like the n(r) here] designed only lo interpret our 
physical observations. 

(v) Finally, some words of caution. from the similarity of 
Eqs. (16) and (181, one might be templed 10 cunclude lhal in 
then' coordinnle•, 11 is given by n(n')=(I +2mir 2,'3) 112, 

but I hat wouhl h1: incorrect. Th!.! correct cxprcssiun for 11 (u ') 
is obtained by usinti 1he fact 1ha111( u) transforms as a scalar. 
Hence, one obt;\ins ~ 
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Also il musl be understood !hal, wilh !his ll(rt'), it is nol 
posslblc to define an isolropic coordinate velocity of lighl i.n 
the u' coordinales. From a direct calculation wilh lhe melnc 
(4), il willlurn outlhal rhe coordinale velocilies of light are 
different in mt.lial and cruss radial dircclions. 

V. RADAR ECHO DElAY 

Let us now go beyond lhe geometrical shape of lhe light 
orbil and consider the dynamics along its palh. In other 
words, we shall derive the GR equation of motion involving 
the time 1 for the propagation of light rays around a sialic, 
spherically symmelric gravitaling mass M. . 

Once again we start from the ER ,.zero energy" equation 
(it2)jdr/daj2-(, 2/2)=0 and claim lhal it is the GR equation 
we are looking for provided 11 is given by Eq. (9). To see 
lhis, consider E<IS· {13)-(15) and wrile 

(24) 

Utilizing the redefinition u-u' and the expression for 11 

from Eq. (9), we have 

(""')' q,•.,•-• "d;; +lr 2(1-2mu')u' 2-l=O. (25) 

•I 
Al'lhe position r ol = "o l of lhe closes! approach lO the 
gravitating mass M, we have dr' Ida = O~du' /du)u~ 

= o, giving lr 2 = (I - 2mu0)- 1u0- 2• Pulling il in Eq. 
(25), we find 

···n. ,.,. -·( ~~)' + ... - 2.,' 2(1- 2mu~) _,_ n -l = 0. 
'' tla 0 

(26) 

Noting from lhe melric (4) !hal B(r') =112 and A (r') =n-2 

and using Eq. (1), we finally havt 

c02A(r' )B- 2(r' >( J;;) 2 

+ r~2r' -ln- 1(r0) -a-• (r') = 0. 

(27) 

This is precisely the textbook form of what is known as lhe 
radar echo delay equation in Schwarzschild gravily-and, 
once again, we see thal it is s\i11 the same ER "zero energy" 
mechanics, only buried ir. the (r' ,r) language. Equation (27) 
is inlegraled to obtain the lime 1 required by lhe light signal 
(in praclice, a radar signal) lo travel from one point of space 
10 anolher. II is also evidenllhatthe coordinale speed of light 
Jr' /dl is less lhan whal it would be if lhe gravitating mass 
were absent In other words, light is slowed down and the 
uavcllimc is lon~cr. All observers will nonetheless measure 
a photon's speed lobe c0 through their positions. In a round 
trip journey around lhe mass M, !here would be a net GR 
delay in lhc radar echo reception. This Gil prediction has 
been confirmed lo a great accuracy by sending radar signals 
from Earth lo Mercury al superior conjunction and back.'9 

VI. SOME REMARKS 

The conlems of lhe emire paper vividly demonSlrale lhal 
light propagalion in Schwarzschild gravity is indeed describ· 
able by the language of "F = ma" optics, a shorlhand for lhe 
oplical-mechanical analogy. II is remarkable !hal I he ER for- ·,. 
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j.~ulation, emerging basically fr01n the in~cstigations o~ clas
/ · s1cal problems, works equally well also m the GR reg1me. 
' We are concerned wilh 1he predictions for light propaga-

tion lhat follow exclusively from Eins1ein's field equalions. 
On lhe olher hand, 1hc formula for gravilalional redshift can 
be derived from special rclalivily nnd lhe principle of equiva
lence alone. lbc field eqnalions or lheir solulions need nol be 
used, In lhal sense, lhe redshifl is nol a prediclion following 
exclusively from lhe field equalions, albeil lhe effecl does 
follow also from \he hlllcr. ln the present approach, \he usual 
Principle of Equivalcn~e lhal cquales lhe effects of gravity 
and artificial forces, is translated into an equivalence of the 
effects of gravilalion and refractive medium. Using this idea, 
\he gravilalional redshifl formula can be oblaincd in its fa· 

'miliar form. We shall present \he deductions in a separate 
paper. 

ll is evident lhal the considered approach can deal with a 
reasmmhly general chass of gr;avity fields where the metric 
can be cas\ into an isolropic form. The Jailer makes il pos
s\ble to construct a sc:\lar fum:tiun 11 which acts ;,,:; a rcpn: ... 
senlalivc of 1he gn•vily lield in lhe mallei of lighl propaga
lion. However, lhc whole range of GR solulions 
corresponding lo diffc1en1 lield disuibotions can nul be made 
10 correspond lo such sin1:le scalar funclions. AI bcsl, a de
tailed conslilulive tensor for the equivalent medium may be 
developed. 10 In this case, lhe c:hallenging lask would be lo 
generalize lhe' ER· equalions approprialely. Nonclheless, we 
can list some immediate future works: 

(i) The molion of a lighl pulse inside and across lhe body 
of a spherical star can be lacklc<l quilc cmufortably. The 
inlerior of a spherical Slar (like lhc sun) is described by lhe 
Schwanschild inlerior mclric. II corresponds 10 a refraclive 
medium wilh index, say, 11 1 while lhe e~terior field corre
sponds lo 11, Eq. (9). Therefore, lhe whole problem is re· 
duced to one of light propagalion in a contposite media with 
indices 11 and 11 1• AI I he inlcrface, lhe rnalching condilion is 
provided by none ulhcr lhan good old Snell's law. The resull 
will provide a lheorclical idea aboul lhe lola! palh of lighl 
rays be1ween 1hc sun•s-core and 1he Earlh. 

(ii) For lhe sake of complcleness, we would expect lhe 
''F=ma" optics to dr.:~cribe also the motion ofnmssive par
liclcs (planclary molion) in lhc SchwaJZschild gravily tield. 
To lhat end, efforls are underway to cxlend lhe presenl lreal· 
rnent. The answer to the second part of the question raised in 
Sec. I would lhen be available. 

Finally, it musl be emphasized tliat there is neither any 
subslilule for nor shorlcul lo .I he beauly, generalily, and rich
ness of Einstein's nc11t!ral rcl;1tivity thc<ny. One must cvcn
IUally grasv all lhc delails ol lhc physics, malhemalics, and 
lhe philosophy or I his m•gnilicenl never ending edifice. On 
lhe olhcr hand, lhe hngungc of lhe ER oplical-mcchanical 
analogy has lhc power IO slimulalc lhe inleresls of a .vide 
cross section of rcadt:rs who t1o not have a formal training in 
the sophistications of GR. Those wno have the training may, 
however, regard the preceding developments as providing 
yet anolhcr avenue lo lhc same experimenlally verified 1es1s 
of light molion in GR. The cduc:uional imporlance of such 
altematlve points or view cao not be mistaken. 
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We discuss several quantum mechanical potential problems, focusing on those which highlight 
commonly held misconceptions about the exislence of bound slales. We present a proof, based on 
the vou i11,ional principle, \hat ccr,aill unc dimensional potentials always support at leas\ one bound 
slale, regardless of the potenlial's slrenglh. We examine argumenls concerning lhe exislence of 
bound states based on lhe uncertainty principle and demonslrale, by explicit calculations, that such 
arguments musl be viewed with skeplicism. © 199S America11 Associatio11 of Physics Teachers. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the lirst types of problems cncouulered by students 
beginning a study of quantum mechanics is thai of finding 
the eigenstates of a polential. Such problems form lhe basis 
of understanding for a great many physical syslems, and so 
are important not just as pedagogical exercises, but also as 
real world models in soHd slate, nuclear, o.tomic and molecu
lar physics. In addilion, simple one and 1wo dimensional 
polenlials form tloc basis of our undcrslanding of low dimen
sional structures such as quantum well deviccs. 1 

There is a subslantial folklore concerning these simple po
tential problems. In surveying a variety of slandard introduc
tory (or even advanced) quantum mechanics texts, one finds 
various fragments of this folklore hut rarely are they pre
sented in a comprehensive fashion which would allow the 
render to npply them to more gencr:tl problems or, ror lhal 
matter, to understand their physical and ma\hemalicul origin. 
This situation is made worse by the facl !hal some of these 
so-called slandard results are wrong. Our purpose here is 1u 
prcsenl nn organized view of a selection of this folklore 
expunging lhc crumcuus results :tlung thc way. ' 

Before proceeding, the n~:1c.lcr is Hskcll to uppiy his 1.1r her 
knowledge of rhh folklure Ill lhc following questions: llow 
would you nu•~ify lhe statement. ··Every potential has at 
least one: bound sl:alc," in order 10 m:ake il I rue'! (Ntll cum· 

256 Am. J. Jlhys. 6J (;1), ~l;arch Jl~Q;' 

prehensive, only corr~ct.) How would you prove it? Can the 
condilion for lhe exis1ence of at leas! one bound stale in a 
spherical step well be related to the Heisenberg uncertainty 
relalion? If so, does such a relalion also apply lo the one 
dimensional step weil? How does l!.xl!.p behave as a poten
lial well is made deeper and addilional eigenslales appear? 

To focus lhe discussion of the issues raised above, we 
consider the spherically symmet<ic step well 

(
- Vo r~a; 

V(r)= 0 > r a, 

which supports a bound slale only for 

li l 'iT2 

Vo> Sma1· 

(l) 

(2) 

This is a generic fctdurc of three dimensional ccnlral potcn
lials. Numerous authors2

•
3 have auempted lo give a physical 

explanation uf this by means of the uncertainty principle. 
The essence of lhe argument is as follows: Assuming l!.x-a, 
rmm the lli1C'Cflailll)' rchaliun OIJC obtains 

,, 
~p- ··--., . 

-" (3) 

For lhc .slalcs under c::onsitlcralion it is rcasormblc lo itssumc 

5;) l9t.15 Amcrk:m Associ:11ir-n or rhysics Tca ... ·hrrs 256 
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In many metrics of physical interest, the gravitational field can be rep
resented as an optical medium with an effective index of refraction. We 
show that, in such o. metric, the orbits of both massive and massless 
particles are governed by a variational principle which involves the in~ 
dcx of refraction and which assumes the form of Fermat's principle or 
of Mnupertuis's principle. From this variational principle we derive ex
act equations of motion of Newtonian form which govern both massless 
and mossivc particles. 1'hcse equations of motion ore applied to some 
problems of physical interest. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The represent!l.tion of the gravitational field as an optical medium is an 
old idea, which was exploited by Eddington (Ref. 1, p.109) and which has 
been developed in more detail by others [2,3]. In many metrics of physical 
interest, one nmy n,ul a coordinate transformation that renders the space 
part of the line element isotropic. If, in addition, the metric has no explicit 
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time dependence, the line clement may be written ;,; the form 

ds2 = !12 (r)~ dt2
- <I>- 2(r) [dr2 + r 2d02 + r 2 sin2 Od</>2) 

= !12 (r)c~ dt2 
- <I>- 2 (r) )dr)2 , (1) 

where ~2 amJ. «!'are functions of the so-called· isotropic coordinates r, 0, and 
</! (whieh arc related to the standard coordinates by n trnnsformntion) awl 
c11 is the vacuum speed of light. Boldface r is an abbreviation for (1·,0,¢). 
The isotmpic coordinate speed of light c(r) at any point in the field may 
be obtained by putting ds = 0: 

c(r) = JdrfdtJ = eo<I>(r)H(r). (2) 

Thus the clfcctive index of refraction is· 

n = <I>- 1(r)W 1(r). (3) 

Light trajectories in the gravitational field can be calculated by using the 
effective index of refraction (3) in any formulation of geometrical optics 
that happens to be convenient. For example, Wu and Xu have recently 
shown that the standard differential equation of the ray in classical geo
metrical optics can be applied to the null geodesic problem [4). 

An especially convenient version of geometrical optics is the so-called 
"F = ma" formulation [5,6) in which the equation governing the optical 
ray assumes the form of Newton's law of motion (acceleration= -gradient 
of potential energy): 

(4) 

r is the position of a light pulse moving along the ray. The independent 
variable (analogous to the time) is the stepping parameter, or optical action 
A. The effective potential energy function is -n2c~j2. All the usual force 
and energy methods of elementary mechanics can be brought to bear on 
geometrical optics. 

The effective index of refraction (3) (for the Schwnrzschild metric, for 
example) can be used in (4) without modification [7). In solving problems, 
one goes into the isotropic coordinates, applies the F = ma optics, then 
transforms back to the standard coordinates, if desired. The goal of the 
present paper is to extend these methods to the motion of massive particles. 

Fermat's principle has been the subject of renewed interest in general 
relativity [8-11). The present paper differs from other recent work in this 
area in that (i) it focuses on the analogy between the principles of Mau
pertuis and Fermat in the context of general relativity and (ii) it leads to 
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a remarkabie simplification of the equations of motion for both particles 
and photons. 

In Section 2, -we derive from the geodesic condition a variational princi
ple which takes on the form of Fermat's principle or Maupertuis' principle. 
The variational principle, which governs the trajectories of both massive 
and massless particles, implies that, in isotropic metrics, the particle equa
tions of motion can be cast into the form of Newtonian mechanics or of 
classical geometrical optics. In Section 3, we derive equations of motion 
from .the vm·iational principle. These equations of motion, which represent 
a genernlizution of (4), are exact, apply e<jually to mllSsive and mass
le5s particles, but are neverth~less of Newtonian form. In Section 4, we 
present effective indices of refraction for a number of metrics of physical 
and cosmological significance. In Section 5, we illustrate the use of the 
new equations of motion in some concrete applications: we demonstrate 
au analogy between two cosmological models and the Maxwell fish-eye lens, 
we extend some recent calculations involving tests of general relativity in 
Reissner-Norustriim-type metrics, and we present novel derivations of the 
gravitational and cosmological redshifts. 

2. TRANSFORMATION OF TilE GEODESIC CONDITION 

Our goal is to apply the classical optical-inechauical analogy to par
ticle orbits in general relativity. In order to set up the analogy, it will 
be convenient to begin from a variational principle for the trajectories 
that can be considered analogous to the principle of Fermat (classical ge
ometrical optics) and the principle of Maupertuis (Newtonian mechanics 
in velocity-independent potentials). 

We shall obtain the variational principle by transformation of the 
geodesic condition for the particle trajectories, 

x,,t, 

h I ds=O, (5) 

x1,t1 

where h indicates a variation in the path of integration between two fixed 
points in spacetime, (xt, ft) and (x2, t2). If we assume the line element 
can be written in the form {1) this becomes · 

x,,t, 

6 I !"lco[l - v2n2 /~] 112 dt = 0. (6) 

X1 1t1 
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Tllis is analogous to Hamilton's principle and the effective Lagrangian is 

(7) 

where n and '\ are functions of the coordinates alone, where :i:; = dxl/dt, 
and where v2

. = E~=l (dx;fdt) 2 , if we choose to work in Cartesian coordi
nates. The expression for the Lagrangian has been multiplied by an extra 
factor of -C{] for later convenience. (Note: We will always write C{] ex
plicitly. This paper is concerned with an analogy linking geodesic motion, 
classical geometrical optics, and classical Newtonian mechanics. C{] is not 
usually suppressed in the latter two fields. Thus the clarity of the analogy 
is enhanced by retaining classical units of measure.) 

The canonical momenta p; are 

(8) 

The Hamiltonian H may be formed in the usual way, 

3 

H= LP;:i:;-L 
i=l (9) 

= ~!l(l- v•n•;~rl/2, 

Because 8L/8t = 0, H is a constant of the motion. If we express H in 
terms of the p; rather than the x1 we obtain 

(10) 

where p = IP1· From Hamilton's principle, 

x:~,h 

6 J Ldt=O, (11) 
X1 1t1 

one may derive in the usual way the corresponding action principle (Ja
cobi's form of Maupertuis' principle) (Ref. 12, p.125-8,132-4), 

x, ( 3 ) 61 trp;:i:; dt = 0, {12) 

.:,_ 
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where now the path of integration is varied between two fixed points in 
space, x, and x2, where the energy must be held constant on the varied 
paths, but where the times at the end points need not be held fixed. With 
the canonical momenta from (8), this becomes 

x, 

6 I n2
v

2fl[1 - v
2
n

2 ;~r''2 dt = o. (13} 
x, 

We restrict the varied paths to those that satisfy the. energy constraint by 
substituting the constant H for the right side o£.(9) where this appears in 
(13}. Then, putting dt = dlfv, where dl == Jdrl = ([;~=! dx~) 112 we obtain 

x, 

6 I n2v dl = 0. (14} 

Xt 

This is a variational principle on which an analogy to geometrical optics 
or to classical mechanics can be constructed. In obtaining (14} we have 
preferred, for che sake of directness, clarity and and consistency of nota
tion, to begin from the fundamental principle (5}. But (14) may also be 
derived from other versions of the three-dimensional variational principle 
for particle orbits in static metrics, for example, the forms first obtained 
by Weyl ira] and Levi-Civita [14]. 

In (14), n2v is to be considered a function of position alone. The 
path of intcgrntion is varied between the fixed end points X! and x2, nnd 
the value of /{ is held constant during the variation. 'l'hus, (14} is of 
the same form as Fermat's principle, which forms a basis for classical 
geometrical optics, and Maupertuis' principle, which forms a basis for 
classical mechanics (as long as the force can be derived from a velocity
independent potential): 

Relativistic: gravita
tional mechanics 

Geometrical optics 
(Fermat) 

olndl=O 

Classical mechanics 
(Maupertuis) 

6 I vdl=O. 

In the context of motion in a static gravitational field, both Fermat's 
principle and Maupcrtuis' principle are simply special csses of (14). For the 
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null geodesics, i.e., for the paths of light, the derivation given above must 
be slightly modified, to keep each step well defined. But the final result 
is too well known to require detailed discussion here: in static metrics, 
light obeys l"ermat's principle. '!'hat is, the path taken by light between 
two fixed points in space is one for which the coordinate time of travel 
is stationary (Ref. 15, Ref. 16, p.99-100). In the language of a refractive 
index, this may be written 6Jndl = 0. Since, for light, v = C<J/n, {14) 
does reduce to the appropriate form. 1b obtain Maupertuis' principle 
(nnd hence Newtonian gravitational motion), note that in ordinary solar
system dynamics, we may put n2 ""1. That is, in the Newtonian limit, n2 

may be treated as constant in the variational calculation and we obtain 
Maupertuis' principle as the classical limit of (14). 

3. EXACT EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF NEWTONIAN FORM 

Let the path of the particle be parametrized by a stepping parameter 
A. That is, at each point on the path, the three space coordinates r (and 
also the time t) are regarded as functions of A. We defer for the moment 
choosing A: we shall define A to get the simplest equations of motion. 
Thus we write (14) in the form 

where ldr/dAI = [L:~= 1 (dx;/dA)2]'12 • 
Let r(A) denote the true path. To obtain a varied path, we replace 

r(A) by r(A) + w(A), where w(A) is an arbitrary, infinitesimal vector 
function, subject to the constraint that w = 0 when A is such that r =X! 

or x2 • That is, the variation must vanish at the end points. Now 

6 j n2v~~~~ dA = j[o(n2
v)) ~~~~ dA + j(n2v)(61~~1)dA 

+ j n2v~~~~6dA. (16) 

Calculating the two variation in the first term on the right-hand side of 
(16), we have 

· 6(n2v) = V'(n2v) · w. {17) 

In calculating the variation in the second term of (16) it is important to 
remember that the change to the varied path will, in general, also produce 
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a change in A. Thus 

61 dr I = I dr + dw 1-1 dr I 
dA dA+6dA dA 

= dr . dw I dr ~-l -I dr 16dA 
dAdAdA dAdA' 

(18) 

to first order in the variation. Substituting (17) an<l (18) into (16), we lin<! 

J 
2 1drl J[ldrl ( 2 2 1dr~-

1

dr dwl o n v dA dA = dA \1 n v) · w + n v dA dA · dA dA. 

Note that the terms involving odA have cancelled. This was to be expected, 
since (14) shows that the integral does not actually depend upon the range 
in A or, indeed, on what we select to use as parameter. Integrating the 
term involving dw fdA by parts, and using the fact that w must vanish 
at the endpoints, but is otherwise arbitrary, we arrive at the differential 
equation that must be satisfied by the particle trajectory: 

I 
dr I 2 d ( 2 1 dr ~-l dr) dA\l(nv)-dA nvdA dA =O. (19) 

This dillerential equation plays the role of an equation of motion. Another 
way to obtain (19) is to parametrize the path by one of the Cartesian 
coordinates (say z), rather than A, since the variation in z must vanish at 
X! auu X2o In this case, one writes 

J dl 
6 n2v dz dz = 0. 

One may then simply write down the Euler conditions for the integral to 
be stationary, and then transform from z to A as independent variable. 
The result will be the same, that is (19). 

To give the equation of motion the simplest possible form, and to take 
advantage of the analogy to Newtonian mechanics, let us now define A by 

I dr 1- 2 
dA =n v. (20) 

With this definition of A, the equation of motion (19) becomes 

(21) 
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Equation (21) is the generalization of (4) that WIIB sought. 'l'he left-hand 
side of (21) is of the form of an acceleration: it is the second derivative of 
the position vector with respect to the independent variable. The right
hand side of the equation is of the form of a force: -!n4v2 plays the role 
of a "potential energy function." The analogue of the velocity is dr/dA. 
Thus the analogue of the kinetic energy is [dr/dA[2 • The analogue of the 
total energy is the sum of the potential and the kinetic. But, l>y virtue of 
eq. (20), these two are guaranteed to sum to zero: 

(22) 

Thus the calculation of the paths of light and of massive particles in general 
relativity reduces to the zero-energy F = rna optics of [5[. It is to be noted 
that the "conEervation of energy" condition (22) amounts to a restatement 
of the definition (20) of A. 

The optical-mechanical analogy, embodied in (21) and (22), provides 
an exact treatment in Newtonian form of the motion of massive parti
cles, as well liB light, in general relativity. The Newtonian form should 
be thought of liB coming from F = rna optics (which is exact) and not 
from Newtonian mechanics (which is, of course, only appr~ximate). Equa
tions (21) and (22) allow one to handle the paths of light and of the planets 
as if they existed in a flat three-dimensional space. Other approaches to 
this goal are, of course, possible [17[, but the treatment presented here 
has three advantages: simplicity, complete conformity to the equations of 
Newtouian mechanics, and a uniform treatment of both light and massive 
particles. This treatment has a reasonably high degree of generality and 
is applicable whenever the line element can be written in the form (1). 

In solving problems with (21) or (22), one may use without modi
fication all the familiar methods of Newtonian mechanics. One simply 
thinks of A as if it were the time. Moreover, rather tha1i beginning from 
(21) or (22) in every case, one may often simply write down an exact 
general-relativistic formula by analogy to the corresponding classical for
mula. For the motion of both light and massive particles in static metrics, 
one may begin from any classical Newtonian formula describing the mo
tion of particles in static, velocity-independent potentials. The correct 
general-relativistic expressions will be obtained if one makes the following 
transcriptions in the classical formulas: 

t _,A, E->0. (23) 

The spatial coordinates (x, y, z), or (r, 8, </>),etc., transcribe as themselves. 
Of course, it must be kept in mind that the formulas written down in 
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this way apply in the isotropic coordinate system. After the equations 
governing the situation are obtained, or after they are solved, one may 
transform back to the original metric, if desired. A second point of vital 
importance is that the analogue of the classical energy E is always the 
number zero. Thus, the constant of the motion H plays no role in the 
nnalogy. II should rather be regarded as a parameter: the potential energy 
function depends upon H as well as the coordinates. A third point to be 
stressed is that the exact geperal-relativistic formulas written down by 
analogy to the classical formulas will always apply with equal validity to 
both massive and massless particles. 

For both light and particles, the stepping parameter A is defined by 
(20). In many calculations, e.g., in finding the shape of an orbit, the 
steppiug parameter is ultimately eliminated. Equation (20) will suflice 
for this purpose. In other situations (for example, in a radar-echo delay 
calculation), it may be necessary to have an explicit connection between 
A and t. Note that 

1:~1 = ~~:1:: =v :: · 

Substituting in (20) gives 
(24) 

Thus the stepping parameter is the same as that used in the F = rna 
formulation of geometrical optics. A is called the optical action because 
dA is proportional to c(r) dl, and thus is analogous to the action v(r) dl of 
classical mechanics. 

The only difference between the treatment of light and that of particles 
resides in the choice of v(r), which forms a part of the effective potential 
energy -n4v2 /2. For light, 

v = con-1 (light), (25) 

But for massive particles, (9) gives 

v = con-'[1- cgn2 /H2jl/2 (particles). (26) 

In (26), H is a constant parameter determined by the initial conditions, 
while n and f! are functions of the spatial coordinates determined by the 
metric. Because the particle expression for v(r) contains the parameter H, 
the particle problem has an extra degree of freedom: we niay specify the 
initial speed of the particle. Thus, in general, more types of orbits exist 
for massive particles than for light in the same metric. 
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For" particle in empty space devoid of gravitational iullucuccs, n"' 1, 
n"' 1, and (9) becomes 

(27) 

In the solar-system dynamics of the Schwarzschild metric, v/eo « 1 
and [sec (39) and (43)] n"' 1- mfr so (9) becomes 

< 

H "' ~ + ~v2 - mfr. (28) 

That is, in classical planetary orbits, H is approximately equal to c~ + E, 
the rest-mass energy plus the classical kinetic and potential energy per 
unit mnss. 

The classical optical-mechanical analogy is based upon the similarity 
of form of the principles of Fermat and Maupertuis. Usually this analogy is 
expressed in terms of nonlinear partial differential equations. In the form of 
the analogy originally due to William Rowan Hamilton, the eikonal equa
tion of geometrical optics corresponds to the (time-independent) Hamil
ton-Jacobi equation of particle mechanics. But in fact the analogy is far 
more general. Corresponding to every possible formulation of classical me
chanics, there is au analogous formulation of geometrical optics (and vice 
versa). Thus, as in (4), we can cast geometrical optics into the form of 
Newton's law of motion. 

The variational principle (14) has permitted us to extend the analogy 
to the geodesic problem for both light and particles in isotropic metrics. 
Our discussion of the optical-mechanical analogy in general relativity has 
stressed Newtonian forms. But, corresponding to every formulation of ei
ther classical particle mechanics or of classical geometrical optics, there 
will be an analogous formulation of the geodesic problem in general rela
tivity. Few of these classical models for the reformulation of the geodesic 
equations of motion lead to any special insight or simplification. The 
economy of expression and simplicity of form embodied in (21) and (22) 
depend, not so much on the formulation of mechanics (or of geometrical 
optics) that is chosen as model, as on the use of A rather than t as indepen
dent variable. The remainder of the paper is devoted to the development 
of calculation techniques based on the Newtonian formulation embodied 
in (21) and (22). 

-~ 
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4. INDICES OF REFRACTION FOR SOME IMPOR:l'ANT METRICS 

4.1. Metrics of the Reissner-Nordstrom (nN) type 
A number of line clements of physical interest assume the following 

form in standard coordinates (t,r',O,rp): 

where 
rn = MGfe{,, (30) 

M is the mass of the central gravitating body, G is the gravitation constant, 
and {3 is another parameter. We wish to write the line element in terms of 
isotropic coordinates (t,r,O,rp). We will indicate briefly how to effect the 
transformation, using a systematic technique (Ref. 18, p.174-177). The 
idea is to express the spatial part as -<l\-2(r)[dr2 + r 2d92 + r 2 sin2 9 drp2J, 
where <l'(!') is yet to be determined. Equating the angular and the radial 
parts of the two line elements, we have 

(31) 

and 

[1-
2m+ ~]-

1

dr'2 = <l\-2dr2• {32) 
r' r'2 

If we divide {32) by {31) to eliminate <l>, then integrate and use the condi
tion that at large radial distances r and r' must be asymptotically equal, 
we obto.in 

2r = (r'- m) + (1·'2- 2mr' + (3) 112
• (33) 

The inverse transformation is 

r1 = ,. + m + (m2
- f3)/4r. (34) 

Using these transformations, the line element {29) can be expressed in the 
form of ( 1), with 

fl2(r) = [1- (m2
- f3)/4r2

]
2 [1 + rnfr + (m2

- f3)/4r2r 2 (35) 
<l\-2(r) = [1 +m/r + (m2

- f3)/4r2
]2 • (36) 
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The effective refractive index n(r) is 

n(r) = [1 + mfr + (m2
- .B)/4r2

]
2[1- (m2

- P)/4r2r 1
• {37) 

It is also helpful to have expressions for <li, fl and n in terms of the 
standard radial coordinate r'. Let u = 1/r and u' = 1/r'. Then it is easy 
to show that 

<li2{u') =·HI- mu' + (1- 2mu1 + ,Bu'2)
112

]
2 (38) 

!l2(u') = 1 - 2mu' + ,Bu12
• {39) 

And of course 
(40) 

In transforming coordinates, it is often helpful to use 

du = 11 du' or {41) 

together with 

or r = <lir'. {42) 

The singularities of n( r), or, equivalently, the horizons of the space
time, occur at r. = (m/2)(1 - .B/m2) 112, provided that .B/m2 ~ 1. There
fore, the expression for n( r) is valid in the region r > r.. If .B = m2, r 8 = 0; 
i.e:, the event horizon shrinks to zero size. In this case, n(r) = 1 + m/r 
and is regular everywhere for r > 0. If .B > m2, the function n(r) is not 
singular anywhere, since r8 becomes imaginary. Let us now examine some 
special cases of the metric (29). 

Schwarzschild exterior metric 
'l'he Schwarzschild exterior metric applies to the spacetime around an 

electrically neutral, static, spherical mass M. In this case, (29)-(42) apply 
(Ref. 19, p.840, Ref. 20, p.515-521) with · 

.B = 0. (43) 

Reissner-Nordstriim (nN) metric 
The gravitational field due to an electrically charged, static spherical 

mass M is given by the nN solution of Einstein's field equations. In this 
case, (29)-( 42) apply with 

.B = GQ2 /1,, (44) 
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where Q is the charge on the central body. 

Bertotti-Robiro.son (nn) metric 
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The Bit metric describes a universe filled with electromagnetic radia
tion of uniform density and uniformly random direction [21]. In this case, 
(29)-(42) apply with 

{J = m• (45) 

where m is nGw a nonphysical effective point mass. The BR solution may 
also be obtained as a special case of the metric obtained recently by Halil
soy. 

Jlalilsoy metric 
The Halilsoy metric describes spacetime around a static, uncharged, 

spherically symmetric mass !vf which is embedded in an externally created 
electromagnetic field [22,23]. Equations (29)-(42) apply with 

(46) 

where 0 ::; q ::; 1, and where q represents the measure of the external 
electromagnetic field. 

Soleng metric 
The Soleng metric represents the gravitational field due to a central 

mass M surrounded by a field having a traceless energy-momentum tensor 
TPu = /(r)diag[1,1,-1,-1]. Recently, such a TPu has been interpreted 
as the energy-momentum tensor associated with an anisotropic vacuum 
[24-26]. Here (29)-( 42) apply with 

{J=Glim2 (47) 

where li is the Soleng parameter, which determines the effective energy 
density of the anisotropic vacuum. 

4.2, de Sitter universe and the Maxwell fish-eye 
The de Sitter line element in standard coordinates is 

ds2 = (1-Ar'2/3)~dt2 -(1-Ar"'/3)- 1dr"'-r'2d02 -r"'sin2 0d,P2 , (48) 

where A is the cosmological constant, which is proportional to the space 
curvature. A can be positive or negative, corresponding to a closed or an 
open de Sitter universe (Ref. 27, p.346-349). 

'lb pass over to isotropic coordinates, we may use the method outlined 
above, together with the requirement that for small radial distances the 
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new radial variable r should asympotically approach r 1
• The result is the 

well-known transformation 

(49) 

'rhen, in the isotropic coordinates, 

ds2 = (1- Ar2 /12)2 (1 + Ar2 /12)-2CJdt2 

- (1 + Ar2 /12)-2(dr2 + r 2d92 + r2 sin2 9 d</>2
). (50) 

The effective index of refraction is 

(51) 

This index of refraction is valid for either positive or negative A, with 
,. tlefinetl through (49). Let us examine the case A < 0, corresponding to 
the open tie Sitter universe. Let us write A == -K, where [( is then a 
positive constant. The effective index of refraction of the open tie Sitter 
universe, in the isotropic coordinates, is then 

(52) 

This index of refraction is of exactly the same form as the index encoun
tered in a traditional problem of classical geometrical optics- the Maxwell 
fish-eye lens. The index of refraction in the Maxwell fish-eye is 

(53) 

in which a and n 0 are constants. Comparing (52) and (53), we note that 
the open version of the de Sitter universe is a Maxwell fish-eye lens with 
no == 1 and a2 == 12/ [(. 

4.3. Robertson-Walker universe 
The Robertson-Walker (Rw) metric represents the gravitational field 

in a homogeneous and isotropic universe. In the standard comoving coor
dinates (t,r1,9,</>), the RW line element is given by 

(54) 

in which R( t) is a dimensionless scale factor and k is a constant with 
dimensions of (length)-2 • We may pass over to isotropic coordinates by 
the usual method and requiring that for small radial distances the new 
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radial coordinate r should asymptotically be equal to r'. The result is the 
well-known transformation 

(55) 

In the isotropic coordinates (t, r, 6, ¢>), the line element is 

(56) 

Defining the refractive index n in the. usual way, we obtain 

R(t) · 
n= . 

1 + kr2/4 
(57) 

For the case k > 0, corresponding to a ~losed RW universe, and for a 
fixed cosmological epoch t = t0 , this corresponds to the index of refraction 
(53). Thus the closed Robertson-Walker universe is a Maxwell fish-eye lens 
with n0 = R(to) and a2 = 4/k. We shall see below that the correspondence 
between the Maxwell fish-eye and the Robertson-Walker universe does not 
actually demand that we restrict the latter to a particular moment t0 . 

5. SOME APPLICATIONS 

5.1. Central-force motion 
Many metrics of interest - including all those discussed in Section 4 

- are spherically symmetric. In such a case, n, v, n and ~ are functions 
of the radial coordinate alone. The orbit (whether of light or of a massive 
particle) lies in a plane containing the force center and there is a constant 
of the motion analogous to the angular momentum. Let ¢> be measured in 
the plane of the motion. Then, from (21), 

r 2 d¢> / dA = h = constant. (58) 

Note that h is related to the classical-mechanical angular momentum per 
unit mass ho (= r2d¢>/dt) by 

h = n2ho. (59) 

Now we may easily obtain general-relativistic analogues of tbe stan
dard formulas of classical central-force motion. In (22), which is the ana
logue of the classical conservation of energy condition, we may write out 

• 
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ldr /dA/ 2 in plane-polar coordinates, then eliminate A by means of (58). 
The orbit shane r/J(r) is thereby reduced to an integration: 

(60) 

The classical limit of (60) is the familiar equation 

Note that we could have immediately written down (60), which is an exact 
general-relativistic expression, on the model of the classical expression, 
simply by using the transcriptions (23), together with ho --+ h (which 
follows from t--+ A). Moreover, (60) applies both to light and to massive 
particles. To apply (60) to either massless or massive particles, we need 
only insert the appropriate specific form (25) or (26) for v(r). 

Another form of the orbit equation is frequently useful. Let u = 1/r. 
Then, in analogy to the classical formula 

we must have in general relativity 

d'u -2 d ( • •; ) 
d,P2 +u=h du nv 2, (61) 

which, again, applies to both particles and photons. We have written down 
(61) simply by analogy to classical mechanics. But it may also be obtained 
by beginning with the radial component of (21) and eliminating A. 

A third useful form of the orbit equation is 

(62) 

5.2. Light rays in the de Sitter and Robertson-Walker universes 
As noted above, the open de Sitter universe is equivalent to a tradi

tional problem in classical geometrical optics- Maxwell's fish-eye lens. It 
follows (i) that the open de Sitter universe constitutes an absolute optical 
instrument and (ii) that, in the system of isotropic coordinates, the rays 
are eccentric circles. 
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Beginning from the orbit equation (60) and the index of refraction 
(52) and integrating, we obtain the polar equation for the light ray in the 
open de Sitter universe: 

. h(Kr2 -12) 
sm(ql- a)= r(144~- 48h2K) 1/ 2 ' 

(63) 

where ct is a constant of integration. In effecting this calculation, we can 
follow step-for-step the calculation of ray shapes in the classical Maxwell 
fish-eye (Ref. 28, p.147-149). Since (Kr2 -12)/rsin(ql-a) =constant, we 
can write the equation for a family of light rays passing through a fixed 
point Po(ro, <Po) as 

Kr2 - 12 _ Kr~ -12 
rsin(ql- a) - r 0 sin(qlo- a)· 

(64) 

For any value of a, this equation is satisfied at point P1 = (r1 , ql1 ) where 
r, = 12/Kro and ql, = <Po+ rr. This shows that all the rays from an 
arbitrary point Po meet at a point P, on the line joining Po to the origin 
0 such that OPo ·OPt = 12/K. Hence the imaging in Maxwell's fish-eye 
lens is an inversion. From any point Po in the three-dimensional space an 
infinity of rays originate which are then focused at an image point P,. The 
images are therefore sharp (stigmatic). (In most real optical instruments, 
of the infinity of points passing thorugh an object point, only a finite 
number pass through the image point, the other rays only passing near 
the image point. Such images are not sharp ones.) Now, an instrument 
which sharply focuses an image of a three-dimensional region of space is 
called an absolute optical instrument. Thus, the open de Sitter universe 
constitutes an absolute optical instrument. All the theorems pertaining 
to absolute optical instruments apply. For example, the optical length of 
a line segment in the image must be equal to the optical length of the 
corresponding line segment in the object (Ref. 28, p,l43-147). 

Moreover, by analogy to the Maxwell fish-eye, a ray in the de Sitter 
universe is a circle in the isotropic coordinate system. This goes exactly as 
in the classical geometrical optics treatment of the Maxwell fish-eye. On 
the left-hand side of (63), write sin(ql- a) = sinql cos a- cos qlsin a, then 
put x = rcosql andy= rsinql. Then (63) may be written in the form 

(x + bsina)2 + (y- bcosa)2 = 12/ K + b2 (65) 

where b = (hK)- 1 (36~ -12h2K)lf2 • Thus each ray is a circle. Note that 
in (63) if we put J( = 0, we obtain a straight-line ray, as we would expect: 

rsin(ql- a)= constant. 
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These results may be extended with a little modification to the closed 
Robertson-Walker universe. The formalism developed in this paper was 
designed for static metrics, so it may seem at first sight that we can
not deal with the RW case. However, in the case of the null geodesic, a 
time-dependent conformal factor in the metric need not affect the basic 
procedure or the most important conclusions. (The same cannot be said 
of the particle trajectories.) Let us see how this works out in the language 
of refractive indices. 

As noted above, the closed Robertson-Walker universe yields a fac
torable index of refraction, 

n = n,(r)n,(t), 
,K 

(66) 

in which n5 is a function of the spatial coordinates alone and nt is a function 
of the time alone. For the RW metric in isotropic comoving coordinates 

n, = (1 + kr2 /4)- 1 

n, = R(t). 

(67) 

(68) 

The bending of light rays depends only on the spatial gradient of n. 
The fact that n varies everywhere in space with the same multiplicative 
function of time R(t) does not affect the shape of a light ray. One way to 
see this is to consider Snell's law. If the index of refraction factors into 
the form (66), then whenever Snell's law is applied at an interface between 
regions of different n, the common factor n,(t) will cancel from the two 
sides of the equation. !vlore formally, we can define a new time coordinate 
r by dt = Rdr. Then the line element (56) becomes 

and the effective index of refraction becomes simply 

n = n, = (1 + kr2 /4)- 1 (69) 

The scale factor R(r) or R(t) thus can have no effect on the shape of a ray 
in the isotropic, comoving coordinates. R only influences the progress in 
time of light along the ray. 

As far as ray shapes are concerned, then, the RW universe is entirely 
analogous to the Maxwell fish-eye lens. It follows (i) that the closed 
Robertson-Walker universe also constitutes an absolute optical instrument 
and (ii) .that, in the system Of isotropic, comoving coordinates, the rays 
are eccentric circles. 
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5.3. Light and particle motion in RN-type metrics 
In this section, we shall illustrate the use of the Newtonian forms of 

the orbit equations in some applications toRN-type metrics. In particular, 
we calculate the effect of the parameter {3 {29) on three tests of general 
relativity. Our calculations will supplement and extend those of Halil
soy [23]. 

We may begin from {62). Inserting (26) for v(r) in the second term, 
we obtain 

(70) 

This d.ifferential equation is exact, but it may not appear very familiar. 
We may transform back to the original ( nonisotropic) coordinates by using 
{41) and (42) in the first two terms of (70), with the result 

Substituting (39) for fl2(u'), then differentiating with respect to .p, we 
obtain 

d2 u' 1 mc8 Pc8 1 t2 t3 
d</12 + u - h•H• =- h2H 2 u + 3mu - 2{3u . (72) 

Bending of light rays 
The equation for the shape of a light ray results from letting H --+ oo 

in (72): 
d'u' 
d</12 + u' = 3mu'2 

- 2(3u'3 • (73) 

This equation may be solved by the usual perturbative method. If the right 
side of (73) is temporarily put equal to zero, we obtain the straight-line 
solution 

, sin.P 
u =R, 

where R is the distance of closest approach to the origin. Substituting the 
zeroth-order solution sin .PI R for u' on the right side of (73) and solving 
the resulting differential equation for u'(</1), we obtain the solution of first 
order in m an<! {3: 

, sin .P 3m [ 1 ] 3(3 {3 . u=R+ 2R 2 l+3cos2,P + 4R3 </Icos,P- 16R3 sm3,P. (74) 
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(This differs slightly from Halilsoy's solution, which is missing the last 
term.) As r' --> oo, u' --> 0, and r/1 --> r/J0,, which may be assumed small. 
Thus (74) reduces to 

The total deflection is l!.r/100 = 2lr/Jool or 

4m ( 9{J ) l!.rfioo "' R 1 - 16R2 . (75) 

The coefficient of fJ/ R 2 differs from the ~ obtained by Halilsoy, the differ
ence being the contribution of the last term in (74). 

For some of the metrics under consideration [see (46) and (47}], {3 can 
be of order m2 • Thus, the expressions for the light orbit (74} and for the 
bending (75) should be carried to higher order in m/ R to provide a fair 
assessment of the importance of the contributions due to {3. This may be 
done by iteration. That is, we substitute (74) for u' on the right-hand 
side of (73} and proceed as before. The result is that the following terms 
should be added to the right-hand side of (74) 

-15m2 3m2 

--;jjj3 rfi cos rfi - 16R3 sin 3rfi. (76) 

The expression (75) for the deflection of the light ray becomes 

(77) 

Precession of planetary apsides 
For a planet, we return to (72). This equation is exact and may be 

handled as it stands. However, since we will treat some of the terms on 
the right side of the equation as perturbations, no precision will be lost by 
replacing the constants of the motion h and H by their classical limits. For 
a planet moving at non-relativistic speed, we may, by (27}, put H 2 "' ct. 
Also, at sufficiently large r (i.e., at the radius of a planetary orbit), we 
may put h "" ho the classical angular momentum per unit mass. Thus we 
have 

d21 2 p2 u ,mco_ co, 12 ,3 () 
drfi2 + u - hij - - hij u + 3mu - 2{3u . 78 
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This differential equation is not quite the same as that recently obtained 
through other means by Halilsoy. In particular, Halilsoy's equation is 
missing the term -f3(C<J/ho)2u' [Ref. 23, eq. (5)]. 

If we temporarily put the terms in u12 and u'3 equal to zero, we obtain 
a differential equation that may be solved exactly: 

(79) 

where 
(80) 

and 
<>o = h~fm~. (81) 

The solution is the precessing ellipse 

u' = ,-1(1 + ecoss,P), (82) 

where the eccentricity e is arbitrary and where the semi-latus rectum a is 

[ [3cfi] 
<>=<>o 1+ h~ . (83) 

The precession of the apsides, per revolution of the planet on the orbit, 
due to the term in f3u', is then 

(84) 

The terms in u'2 and u'3 may be treated as perturbations. Thus, one inserts 
(82) in these two terms on the right side of (78) and solves the resulting 
equation. The term in u'2 , acting alone, produces the usual precession 
associated with the Schwarzschild problem: 

(85) 

As shown by Halilsoy, the term in u'3 , acting alone, produces the precession 

(86) 
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However, this term is smaller than (84) by a factor of m/ a 0 and is therefore 
negligible. To lowest order in mfa0 , then, the total precession 6 of the 
apsides per revolution is just 61 + 62: 

6 = 61Tm (1- L). 
ao 6m2 (87) 

Radar echo delay 
We consider the propagation in time of light in an RN-type metric. 

Again, let the motion take place in the 0 = ,. /2 plane. Writing out the 
conservation of energy equation (22) in plane polar coordinates and making 
use of (25) and (58), we have 

( 
dr )

2 
h

2 
2 2 - +--nco=O. 

dA r 2 (88) 

Let us now evaluate the constant of the motion, h. Let ro denote the 
distance of closest approach of the ray to the center of the gravitating 
body. When r = r0 , we have drfdA = 0. Thus (88) gives 

h = ron(ro)Co, (89) 

which is analogous to the classical-mechanical expression rov(ro). 
We may now transform from r back tor' using (41) and (42). Also, 

because we are interested in the propagation of light in time, we use (24) 
to pass over from A to t as independent variable. Thus, with substitution 
and transformation of (89), (88) becomes 

( dr')
2 

= f!4( ') 2 [1- rb
2 

f!
2
(r') l 

dt r CO rl?. f!2(rb) · 

The time of travel from ro to r' is then 

Jr' [ 12f!2{')]-l/2 
6t =,-:-I n-2(r') 1- ~--r- dr' 

...., r'2 f!2(rb) 
r' 0 

r' 

= c:01 j I(r') dr'. 

r' 0 

(90) 

(91) 
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Now, 
- -2 ( - r& )-1/2 [ [1- !J2(r')/!J2(rb) 1]-1/2 

I - !1 1 12 1 + ( 12/ 12 1) r r r 0 -
(92) 

Using (39) to write out !J(r') and !J(rb), then expanding to first order in 
m nnd first order in {3, we obtain 

I - 1 - !:!!... 1 + ....!!!. + mro - -( 
12)-1/2[ 2 I 3{3] 

- r12 r' r'(r' + rb) 2r'2 · 
{93) 

The total time of travel tl.t(rb, r') from r& tor' is obtained by substituting 
{93) into {91) and integrating: 

tl.t(r~, r') "'c(j' 1(r'2 - r~2 ) 112 

2m [ r' (r'2 - rb2)1/2] + - In - + "------."-'--
Co r6 rb 

+- --0 + --sin-1 .J! ---m [r'- r'] 1
'

2 
3{3 (r') 37r{3 

co r' + r& 2r&eo r' 4r&eo · 
(94) 

The first term on the right side of (94) is the transit time of light in 
Euclidean space. The delay tl.T(r0 , r') due to general-relativisitic effects 
is the sum of the remaining terms. 

As an example, let us estimate the radar echo delay for a signal sent 
from the Earth at radius r~ to an inferior planet at radius r~ when that 
planet is ncar superior conjunction with the Sun. Let the distance of 
closest approach to the center of the Sun be rb. If we suppose that the 
signal p!lllses very near the Sun, so that rb is much smaller than either r~ 
or 1·~, then 

tl.T(r', r') "' 2m In [2r~l + m [1 _ rb]- 37r{3 [1 _ 2r& l, 0 
• eo r·' eo r' 4eor' 1rr' 0 e 0 e 

(95) 

and the total delay in the signal for the round trip is 

2[tl.T(rb, r~) + tl.T(rb, r~) ). {96) 

5.4. Redshifts 
The gravitational and cosmological redshifts are not dynamical effects; 

i.e., we do not need to solve an equation of motion in order to calculate 
them. However, it may be of some interest to see how the redshifts arise 
in the language of an effective index of refraction. 

.. 
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In ordinary optics, if a light wave travels from a region of high index 
of refraction n2 to a region of low index of refraction nl> the wavelength A 
increases because the leading part of the wave enters n1 first and speeds 
up while the tmiliug part is still in n2 • Thus the wave begins to stretch 
out. A and c change but the frequency v does not. This holds even if the 
index varies continuously with the spatia! coordinates and even if the ray 
crosses obliquely through the contours of constant n. Thus, in general, 

(97) 

Now consider a situation in which n docs not depend 011 the spatial 
coordinates, but does vary with time. An example can be imagined: let 
the air slowly be pumped from a chamber. Then, as long as the wave 
does not leave the chamber, n is everywhere the same, but is a decreasing 
function of time. The wavelength will not change, since the leading edge of 
the wave never encounters 8 new value of n before the trailing edge does. 
Thus, in this case v and c change but A does not. We have 

(98) 

Suppose now that the index of refraction can be written as 8 product 
of two functions - a function n, of the spatial coordinates alone and a 
function n1 of the time alone, as in (66). For the reasons just mentioned, 
n1 does not affect the wavelength and we have 

(99) 

We wish to apply these rules of ordinary optics to the propagation 
of light in general relativity. Our effective index of refraction (3) is based 
upon the isotropic coordinate speed of light. Thus the quantity analogous 
to the wavelength of classical optics is the coordinate distance between 
successive crests of the wave. Coordinate distances are not, of course, 
directly measurable in general relativity. The physically measurable metric 
length is obtained from the coordinate length by means of the metric (1). 

Gravitational redshift 
Let lArd be the coordinate distance between successive crests of a 

light wave located at r 1• Similarly, let jAr2! be the coordinate distance 
between successive crests at a different point r 2 located on the same ray. 
Then, in analogy to the condition (97) from ordinary optics, we must have 

(100) 
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The metric length .>. of the wave at point r 1 is obtained by applying the 
metric (1) to the coordinate length [~rd of the wave: · 

.>.(r,) = <I1- 1 (r 1 ))~r,). 

A similar expression holds for .>.(r2). Thus we have 

4>(r,).>.(r1)n(rl) = <I1(r2).>.(r2)n(r2), (101) 

or, using (3), 
(102} 

the usual gravitational redshift relation. 
As an example, let us take the case of the Schwarzschild metric. Let a 

source of light be located at r, and an observer at r2, sufficiently far from 
the central gravitating body so that we may put f!(r2) "' 1. Then, with 
the use of (39} and (43}, {102} gives 

Z"' (.>.observed - Aemitted)/.>.emitted 

= (1- 2m/r')-112 - 1. 

This result may, of course, be derived by many other methods. 
Cosmological redshift 

(103} 

In the expanding universe of the Robertson-Walker metric, we have 
an index of refraction {57) that factors like (66}, with n, and n1 given by 
(67} and {68). Let a light wave of coordinate length l~r,J be emitted at 
(t1,rl) and received at (t2,r2}. By analogy to {99), the coordinate length 
l~rd of the received wave is determined by 

{104} 

The metric length .>. of the wave is obtained by applying the metric (56} 
to the coordinate length )~r). Thus (104} becomes 

(1 + krf/4) (1 + kr~/4) 
R(t,) .>.(t,,rl)n.(r,) = R(t•) .>.(t2,r2)n,(r2), 

or, with use of ( 67}, 

(105} 

the usual cosmological redshift relation. 
While many writers have stressed the fundamentally different natures 

of the gravitational and cosmological redshifts, others have argued that 
it is possible to treat them with a single unified approach [29). In the 
effective optical-medium formulation pursued here, it is interesting to note 
that both spectral shifts depend on a single optical principle (99}. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The Newtonian forms (21) and (22) for the geodesic equations of mo
tion offer some practical advantages for calculation. In particular, they 
facilitate the writing down of exact ·general relativistic expressions simply 
by analogy to classical formulas. Thus, they constitute one more tool for 
the relativist's tool kit. But the most interesting consequence of extend
ing the optical-mechanical analogy to general relativity is that one simple 
equation of mution (21) now summarizes three fields of study: classical ge
ometrical optics, classical particle mechanics, and geodesic motion of both 
light and particles in general relativity. Of course, our treatment is re
stricted to isotropic fields and media. Nevertheless, this unified approach, 
based on the use of the optical action, possesses considerable flexibility 
and scope. A single variational principle (14) governs all three domains. 
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Abstract : The analytic soJutions, obtained by Riazi and Askari, of lhe approximate ond 
exact vacuum Brnns·Dicke equations for the spherically symmetric static case are shown to 
conespond to unphysiCDl negative values of the coupling parameter w .. The present investigation is 
meant to highlight the pitfalls that one might encounter in the physical interpretation. of such 
solutions. 
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:' 

'I he. -idea of utilizing the Brans-Dicke (BD) theory in the interpretation of various 
. ;,sif~Jlhysical phenomena is quite attractive. With this intention, Riazi and .Askari (RA) [I] 

,: _h,we recendy obtained analytic solutions (eqs. (13), (20) and (22) of [I]) of the approximate : , . 
·,,,'.DJ)'. equations in the spherically symmetric case. We might call these solutions the 

'approximate! RA solutions. These solutions have been utilized to interpret a very important 
astrophysical pht:nomenon, namely, the observed flat rotation curves in the vast domain of 
dark galactic haloes. According to the authors, the interpretation requires a rather 'unnatural' 
large positive value of w (- 1012). In our opinion, such a requirement by itself does not 
constitute any inadequacy of the approximate RA ~I~Jti,o"s a,s the large .mass \)f astronomical 
probes indicates only an ascending order of positive values for'w (~ 6, 29, 140, · 500, ... ). 
However, it turns out that the RA solutions correspon4 only to negative values of the BD 
parameter w. Consequently, some care should he exercised in the ap111ication of the RA 
s~lutions to lh~se problems of physical interest th,~t l'C9~inl,a positiye w. 

•on leave from: Dcpcutmcnt of Mathematics, Tolanun Government College: Naroyanganj, 
Dhakn, Banglndesh • · · · · "' · •· · 
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The BD field equations arc : 

. 2 Stt ~ 

.o ¢ = 3+2w TM~· 

Stt 
--T -¢ M~v 

'(l). 

f ( ¢,~¢,v - -} g~v ¢,p ;r) . 
·; ,. 

' ' ' 

where o2
" ( 1/J;I'),p and T Mpv is the matter energy momentum tensor excluding the rp..field, w is 

a dimensionless coupling constant. 

Riazi and Askari (I] show that, in the asymptotic region, their approximat~ solutions, 

B(r) and A(r), behave as follows (speed of light c =I): 

(c1 -2)r0 
' '. 

B(r) --+ I - ' (3) 
r ., 

' ' 

A(r)--+ (1 - r ' " c2;o c r 2 = I + ..l.J!. + ov ), (4) r llo,•l• 1 I• 

where di- = B(r)dt2- A(r)dfl- r(d92 + sin29#\ Further, from the ab~ve expression for 

B(r), they identify the total mass M of the configuration (inclusive of the contribution from 

the rp..field) with (c, ;,J>'o, where ;0 is a constant c2 is a dimensionless constant of 

integration. On account of the positivity of energy, we find that two cases are possible : 
(i) r0 > 0 and c2 > 2, (1i) r0 < 0 and c2 < 2. In their. paper, RA consider only case (i) as is 

reflected in their requirement of fine tuning c2 = 2;. We,shall fi.rst inves~gat~.case (i). 

·Consider the Roberlson.expansion in standard coordinates [2]. ·.. "." · '• 
• ' '11 t, ., 

dt2 = (1- 2aGMr-1 + 2(P.-CI'f)G2M_lr-2 + ... )d'2 
' ,. ' \ 

-(1 + 2}</Mr-• + ... )dr2
- r2 (de~.'+ sin2 9d<p2

). (5) 

This represents spherically symmetric static solutions of BD equations in vacuum [3) 

provided a= f3 = i, y = ::1, together with 
P• ' 

i ·'· '• 

(6) 
'I'' 

In the asymptotic region (i.e., to the first order in·,-"), the expressions (3) and (4) must be 

compatible with the corresponding paris from the expression (5). This requirement should be 

regarded as a buundary condition to be satisfied by all spherically symmetric solutions of the 

. I 

' I 
I 

I 
r 
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BD equations. The physical viability of different solutions can also be judged by the same 

token. For the approximate RA solutions, we have 

(c2-2)r0 =2GM, (7) 

(
w+l) c2r0 = 2GM -- . 
w+2 

(8) 

Eliminating 2GMr01 from the above, we gel unphysical negative values for w: 

(
c2 + 2) w =- --2- < 0 (9) 

which is what we set out to show. 

One might suspect that the appearance of unphysical negative values of w is due 

somehow to the approximate nature of the RA solutions that we have considered. It will soon 

turn out that this is not so; the negativity of w persists even if the exact BD equations are 
considered. The spherical solutions of the exact BD equations have been obtained (RA) 

through a conformal reparametrization procedure [4-6). We might call these solutions the 

'exact' RA solutions and in standard coordinates, they are given by [4) 

_ Q, ( Q,) GMQ, (.(w-6)Q; IIQ, 8) G2 
M

2
Q, 

.P(r) - .Po +- + I+ - -2- + 2 + ---- 3 + ... , 
r 2Mr 6M 3M3 2r 

_ 2GM 2G2MQ, ((w-16)Q, 5) G3M2
Q, 

B(r) - I - -- + 2 + - + - 3 + ····• 
r r 6M 3 r 

2G(Q,-;:M) ((8-w)Q; 9Q, ) G
2
M

2 

A(r) = I - + 2 + - + 4 --2 - + .... , 
r 2M M r 

(10) 

where 
r 

2M= Q,(l-.5) = ~ (c5-1), (II) 

Q, and c5 are two integration constants. These are related to r.,. c2, ifb and Ct by the relations : 

Q, =-c1 =-rc/G=-rciAJ and c5= c2 -I so that 

2M = c1 (c2 -2). (12) 

From this, we see that c2 > 2 translates to c5 > I and that eq. (12) is nothing but eq. (7) 

redefined. Also the so called fine tuning condition is now restated as c5 = I+. After making 

this change, the asymptotic expressions for B(r), A(r) and also tft.r) have to be compared with 

those from cqs. (5) and (6). In the first order in r-1, these give the equations 

B(r) - I - Q,(l- c5)G = 1 - '!!:!!!., (13) 
r r 

688-(10) 
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A(r) - I - = I + -- --, Q3 (1+6)G (w+l) 2GM 
r w+2 r 

(14) 

Q [ GM J 1/J(r) - ¢0 + .....!. = ¢0 I + . 
r (w+2)r 

(15) 

From eqs. (13)--{15) that now also include the expression for ¢t.r), it follows that 

w = -r;3J < 0 since 6 > I. (16) 

Clearly, this result is again the same as eq. (9) above with c2 = 6 + I. The exact solutions 

(10) also penni! us to go beyond the first order approximation. For instance, consider the 

second or<!er tenn in B(r) from eq. (5) and equate it with that from eq. (10) : 

G2M2 
2(/J- ay) - 2-r 

2M 
with Q, = ---;;·With the specified values of a, {J, y, one immediately finds that eq. (16), 

1-u 
or, by another symbol, eq. (9), continues to hold good. We should also recall that the second 

order tenn in B(r) plays a crucial role in the Solar system tests of gravity. The most 

significant one is the wellknown test for the precession of planetary orbits. On the other hand, 

in the standard BD theory, w ~ 6, if all classical tests of General Relativity are to be 

reasonably accounted for. Thus, eqs. (16) or (9) prevent RA solutions to become applicable 

in the Solar system scenario, although they may be applicable in other physical situations. 

Let us now examine case (ii) : r0 < 0 and c2 - 2 < 0. In this case, it is possible to 

choose a range of values for c2 such that a positive w is obtainable from eq. (9). For example, 

- oo < c2 < -2 guarantees a positive w. However, ·We still have to ~eave out the range 
-2 < c2 < 2 as this leads to a negative w. Anyhow, everything .looks nearly fine as far as w 
is concerned but the problem crops up elsewhere. The rotational velocity in the range of flat 

rotation curves becomes imaginary! It is given by v~= (c2 - 2)/(2w)112 • Thus, once again, 
we run into a physically meaningless conclusion but of a kind different from that 

corresponding to case (i). 

Riazi and Askari [![themselves caution against yet another limitation: the vacuum 

condition may not be tenable in view of the possible presence of luminous matter in the 
galactic haloes. We agree with their opinion. Probably an interior BD solution (T pv ¢ 0) 

would be closer to the physical situation. 
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